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Jeremy Cave’s practice covers Financial Remedies (and financial provision for children), Trusts of Land (in the
family context), Civil matters including personal injury, credit hire and landlord and tenant, Crime (with a
particular specialty in Animal Welfare and Trading Standards) and Police Law.

He is known for his practical and sensitive approach, meticulous preparation, clear presentation, the ability to
present complex issues in straightforward terms, as a good negotiator and the capacity to be tenacious when
the situation demands.

He delivers lectures occasionally, including the following:

‘The Implications of the Court of Appeal decision of Imerman in Ancillary Relief cases’
‘Injunctive Relief in Ancillary Relief Cases’
‘Financial Remedies: A Random Walk through the Recent Case Law (2017)’

Financial Remedies

Throughout his time at the Bar Jeremy has maintained a criminal practice started in pupillage at an
exclusively criminal set, mainly as a prosecutor although with some defence. He prosecuted for many years
for the CPS, for HM Customs and Excise, predominantly in serious drug importation cases and duty evasion
and for local authorities, principally in benefit fraud. He has appeared in the Court of Appeal in firearms, arson
and drugs matters.

He has a developed recognised specialism in prosecuting animal welfare and related regulatory offences and
wildlife crime. He has been instructed for many years in private prosecutions mainly, but not exclusively, by
the RSPCA, and by local authorities. He has also experience in prosecutions for breach of environmental
regulations.
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He is a member of the FLBA and Resolution

Property, Landlord & Tenant

Jeremy has long standing experience in landlord and tenant disputes in particular in possession proceedings
and anti-social behaviour matters.

Personal Injury

Jeremy accepts instructions from both Claimants and Defendants in a wide range of Personal Injury cases.

He is a member of the Personal Injury Bar Association

Civil Litigation / credit hire

Jeremy is frequently instructed by both Claimants and Defendants in disputes involving credit hire

Animal Welfare

Jeremy has very extensive experience in animal welfare and wildlife prosecutions.

He was junior in the widely reported prosecution brought by the RSPCA of the Heythrop Hunt, the first
successful prosecution of a mounted fox hunt where convictions were obtained against the hunt itself, a
corporation and several members of the hunt. He has since been instructed in a number of prosecutions
under the Hunting Act 2004 and related prosecutions on behalf of the RSPCA and other charities.

More recently, in wildlife crime, he conducted the multi handed prosecution against several defendants (see
press report here) and related appeals.

Selected Cases

R (on the application of RSPCA) v Guildford Crown Court [2012] EWHC 3392 (Admin).

Regulatory Crime

Jeremy accepts instructions in regulatory cases and has been involved in several prosecutions, for both
prosecution and defence particularly involving environmental law.
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Police Law

He accepts instructions in all manner of police matters in the civil, family and criminal jurisdictions.

 

Direct Access

Jeremy accepts work from lay clients via Direct Access in the following areas:-

Divorce and Finance
Motoring Offences
Crime

You can view his profile here. Please refer to our Direct Access section for further information.

Education

Manchester University, LLB (Hons) Law.

Memberships

CBA
FLBA
Liberty
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